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 Introduction
Bulk synchronous parallel BSP	 architectures  oer the prospect of achieving both
scalable parallel performance and architecture independent parallel software They pro
vide a robust model on which to base the future development of general purpose parallel
computing systems In this paper we theoretically and experimentally analyse the e

ciency with which a wide range of important scientic computations can be performed on
BSP architectures The computations considered include the iterative solution of sparse
linear systems molecular dynamics linear programming and the solution of partial dif
ferential equations on a mesh We analyse these computations in a uniform manner by
formulating their basic procedures as a sparse matrixvector multiplication In our anal
ysis we introduce the normalised BSP cost of an algorithm as an expression of the form
a  bg  cl where a b and c are scalar values which depend on the algorithm on the
number of processors and on the chosen data distribution The scalars g and l are the
parameters that characterise a BSP architecture An ideal parallel algorithm has the
values a   b   and c   an algorithm with load imbalance has a value a  
an algorithm with communication overhead has a value b   and an algorithm with
synchronisation overhead has a value c  
As an example consider the execution of a vepoint Laplacian nite dierence operator
on a twodimensional toroidal mesh This operator computes new values at a mesh point
using the old values at the mesh point and its direct neighbours to the north east

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south and west Our BSP algorithm for this computation has a normalised cost on 
processors of gl for a mesh of size  This low cost is achieved
by distributing the mesh by orthogonal domain partitioning over the processors assigning
a square block of   mesh points to each processor The resulting cost value implies
that this computation can be performed e
ciently on BSP computers with g  b

 
and l  c

 
In the design of e
cient BSP algorithms it is important to nd a good data distribution
In fact the choice of a data distribution is one of the main means of inuencing the
performance of the algorithm In the BSP model the partitioning of the data is a crucial
issue as opposed to the mapping of the resulting partitions to particular processors
which is irrelevant This leads to an emphasis on problem dependent techniques of data
partitioning instead of on hardware dependent techniques that take network topologies
into account The algorithm designer who is liberated from such hardware considerations
may concentrate on exploiting the essential features of the problem In our case this leads
surprisingly to the application of sphere packing techniques to reduce communication in
molecular dynamics simulations and in mesh computations
 The MLIB test set of sparse matrices
Linear algebra is of crucial importance in scientic computing This paper focuses on
one particularly important linear algebra operation the multiplication of a sparse matrix
by a vector This operation arises in many areas eg it is the basis of most iterative
methods for the solution of sparse linear systemsAx  b it represents the execution of the
nite dierence operator in certain PDE solvers and it can be used to model twoparticle
interactions in molecular dynamics simulations For more details see 
We present experimental results on the e
ciency with which sparse matrixvector mul
tiplication can be performed on BSP architectures The experiments are performed on
a sparse matrix test library MLIB which we developed with the aim of capturing the
essence of a wide range of important scientic computations in the uniform format of a
sparse matrix MLIB consists of  sparse matrices and their generating programs It
contains the following classes of matrices
 hyprdD the hypercube matrix with radix r dimension d and distanceD r dD 
 For D   this is the adjacency matrix of the directed rary ddimensional hy
percube graph The vertices of this graph form a ddimensional mesh of n  r
d
points they are numbered lexicographically Each vertex has directed edges to it
self and to its immediate neighbours in each direction The size of the hypercube
matrix is n  n For D   the hypercube graph is obtained by connecting each
vertex to those vertices that can by reached by a path of length  D in the original
D   graph This models certain higherorder nite dierence operators
 densen the dense matrix of size n  n All elements of this matrix are nonzero
 randomn

 an n  n matrix with a random sparsity structure and a nonzero
density 
 hbx the matrix x from the HarwellBoeing collection 
 mdnr
c

 an n  n matrix which corresponds to n particles in a threedimensional
molecular dynamics simulation with shortrange potentials The particles i and j
interact ie a
ij
  if jjr
i
 r
j
jj  r
c
 where r
i
is the position of particle i and r
c
the cuto radius The positions r
i
 x
i
 y
i
 z
i
	 with   x
i
 y
i
 z
i
  are given at
the end of the le The interactions assume periodic boundaries
 mdrnr
c



 an nnmatrix which corresponds to n particles in a threedimensional
molecular dynamics simulation with shortrange potentials and additionally an ar
ticial longrange potential for certain randomly selected particle pairs The sparsity
pattern of this matrix is the union of the sparsity patterns of a shortrange molecu
lar dynamics matrix with cuto radius r
c
and a random sparse matrix with density
 Here longrange interactions between selected particles represent interactions
between distant clusters of particles The aim of this procedure is to mimic eg
multipole expansions
 lpn an n  n matrix which resembles certain matrices that occur in the solution
of linear programming problems
The matrices in the library range in size from hbimpcol n   nonzeros	
through to hyp n   nonzeros	
 Sparse matrixvector multiplication
In this section we present a parallel algorithm for the multiplication of a sparse matrix
A by a dense vector v to produce a vector u The matrix A  a
ij
   i j  n	 has
size n  n and the vectors u  u
i
   i  n	 and v  v
i
   i  n	 have length
n We assume that the matrix is distributed by a Cartesian distribution  This means
that the processors are numbered by twodimensional identiers s t	 with   s  q

and   t  q

 where p  q

q

is the number of processors and that there are mappings


 f      n g  f      q

 g and 

 f      n g  f      q

 g
such that matrix elements are distributed according to
a
ij
	 processor

i	 

j		
Vectors are distributed in the same manner as the diagonal of the matrix ie according
to
u
i
	 processor

i	 

i		
This particular distribution scheme is exible enough to accommodate many commonly
used distribution methods while it is also su
ciently restrictive to impose e
cient com
munication patterns A detailed discussion and motivation of this distribution scheme in
the context of sparse matrixvector multiplication is given in 
Sparse matrixvector multiplication can be performed on a BSP computer in four super
steps a fanout of vector components to the processors that need them a multiplication
of the local part of the sparse matrix by the corresponding part of the input vector a
fanin of partial sums and nally the computation of the local part of the output vector
The fanout and the fanin are hrelations  the other supersteps are local computations
f A  n n distrA  
v  n distrv  distrdiagA g
f fanout g
for all j    j  n  

j  s  

j  t do
send v
j
to processors f

i t    i  n  a
ij
 g
f local sparse matrixvector multiplication g
for all i    i  n  

i  s  r    r  n  

r  t  a
ir
  do
begin
u
it
 
for all j    j  n  

j  t  a
ij
  do u
it
 u
it
	 a
ij
v
j
end
f fanin g
for all i    i  n  

i  s  u
it
  do
send u
it
to processor s 

i
f summation of partial sums g
for all i    i  n  

i  s  

i  t do
begin
u
i
 
for all k    k  q

 u
ik
  do u
i
 u
i
	 u
ik
end
fu  n u  Av distru  distrvg
Figure  Sparse matrixvector multiplication program for processor s t	
Figure  gives the program text for processor s t	 with   s  q

and   t  q


The total BSP cost of the algorithm is obtained by adding the computation and com
munication costs of the four supersteps Denoting the BSP cost for p processors by T p	
we dene the normalised BSP cost Cp	 to be pT p	T
seq
where T
seq
is the cost of the
sequential algorithm In other words the normalised BSP cost Cp	 of an algorithm is
the ratio between the time T p	 of that algorithm on a BSP computer and the time T
seq
of a perfectly parallelised sequential algorithm The normalised BSP cost of an algorithm
is an expression of the form a bg  cl The normalised cost of an ideal BSP algorithm
would be   g  l
 Results for structure independent distributions
We have implemented a program that computes the normalised BSP cost a bg cl of
sparse matrixvectormultiplication for a given sparse matrix and a given data distribution
Our cost statistics can be used to predict the computing time on an actual BSP computer
provided that the g and l parameters of the machine are available For our experiments
we xed the number of processors at p  
The c coe
cient depends only on p T
seq
and the number of supersteps ie it is
independent of the data distribution Many data distributions give values close to  for the
a coe
cient The results in  show however that the b coe
cient depends crucially on
the data distribution For example consider the MLIB matrix hyp n  
nonzeros	 The program shows that for a PRAM distribution ie random
allocation of matrix elements to processors a b c	    	 whereas for a
blockgrid distribution it is   	 For the matrix dense n  
nonzeros	 we have   	 for PRAM and   	 for
blockgrid For details of these results and many others see 
 Results for structure dependent distributions
The b coe
cient for hyp can be further reduced to  by distributing the
matrix elements according to an orthogonal partition of the corresponding  mesh
into  contiguous blocks This is an immediate consequence of the surfacetovolume
eect where the communication across the block boundaries grows as the number of
points near the surface and the computation as the number of points within the volume
of the block It is possible to improve the b coe
cient even further to about 
by partitioning the  mesh into digital circles where all mesh points with a
Manhattan distance less than or equal to a radius r from the centre of such a circle are
allocated to the same processor The circles wrap around the boundaries of the mesh
Figure  illustrates this kind of distribution These digital sphere packing techniques
can be generalised to give very e
cient BSP domain decomposition methods for higher
dimensional hypercube matrices and for molecular dynamics matrices For details see

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Figure  Partitioning of a    mesh into  digital circles of radius 
 Conclusion
The BSP model provides a new foundation for the development of scalable parallel
computing systems It oers a robust framework within which we can unify the various
classes of parallel computers which are being produced distributed memory architectures
shared memory multiprocessors networks of workstations	 The model permits and en
courages the development of e
cient parallel algorithms and programs which are both
scalable and portable
In this paper and  we provide the rst theoretical and experimental analysis of the
e
ciency with which a wide range of important scientic computations can be performed
on bulk synchronous parallel architectures Our analysis shows that the exploitation
of knowledge about the underlying structure of the problem is extremely important in
achieving e
cient parallel computations on a BSP computer Highly irregular sparse ma
trix problems without a known structure are likely to be very di
cult to solve e
ciently
on any parallel architecture which has a large g value Our results show clearly that many
structure independent parallel computations require extremely high communication per
formance and demand values of g that at present are di
cult to achieve Providing a
library of parallel algorithms to solve general sparse problems is a rst step towards e

cient parallel scientic computing but to make further progress this should be combined
with developing algorithms that nd structure in the problems 
The initial techniques and results described here show clearly that the network indepen
dent approach of the BSP model gives rise to a whole range of interesting new theoretical
questions concerning load balancing communication complexity and domain partitioning
for parallel scientic computing In contrast to the many network specic eg hyper
cube mesh or buttery	 process mapping and domain decomposition methods which
were developed over the last decade the techniques and results described here have an
advantage in that they are of relevance to any parallel computing system
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